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Abstract

Lifted probabilistic inference exploits symmetries in a prob-
abilistic model to allow for tractable probabilistic inference
with respect to domain sizes. To apply lifted inference, a lifted
representation has to be obtained, and to do so, the so-called
colour passing algorithm is the state of the art. The colour
passing algorithm, however, is bound to a specific inference
algorithm and we found that it ignores commutativity of fac-
tors while constructing a lifted representation. We contribute
a modified version of the colour passing algorithm that uses
logical variables to construct a lifted representation indepen-
dent of a specific inference algorithm while at the same time
exploiting commutativity of factors during an offline-step.
Our proposed algorithm efficiently detects more symmetries
than the state of the art and thereby drastically increases com-
pression, yielding significantly faster online query times for
probabilistic inference when the resulting model is applied.

1 Introduction
Parametric factor graphs (PFGs) combine probabilistic mod-
eling with first-order logic by introducing logical variables
(logvars), allowing for reasoning under uncertainty about in-
dividuals and their relationships. A fundamental task using
PFGs is to perform probabilistic inference, i.e., to compute
marginal distributions of random variables (randvars) given
observations for other randvars. To allow for tractable proba-
bilistic inference (e.g., inference requiring polynomial time)
with respect to domain sizes of logvars, PFGs with corre-
sponding inference algorithms have been developed, where
the main idea is to use a representative for indistinguishable
individuals for computations. To perform lifted inference, a
lifted representation has to be constructed first. In this pa-
per, we study the problem of lifted model construction—
that is, we aim to obtain a lifted representation, equivalent
to a given propositional (ground) model, which can then be
used for lifted probabilistic inference. In particular, we con-
sider the problem of lifted model construction independent
of a specific inference algorithm and under consideration of
commutative factors, i.e., factors that map to identical values
regardless of the order of their arguments.

Over the last two decades, there has been a considerable
amount of research dealing with lifted probabilistic infer-
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ence using PFGs. Lifted inference exploits symmetries in a
relational model to compute marginal distributions more ef-
ficiently while maintaining exact answers (Niepert and Van
den Broeck 2014). Poole (2003) first introduces PFGs and
lifted variable elimination (LVE) as an algorithm to perform
lifted inference in PFGs. LVE has then been refined and
developed further by many researchers to reach its current
form (De Salvo Braz, Amir, and Roth 2005, 2006; Milch
et al. 2008; Kisyński and Poole 2009; Taghipour et al. 2013a;
Braun and Möller 2018). Other inference algorithms oper-
ating on PFGs include the lifted junction tree (LJT) algo-
rithm, which is designed to handle sets of queries (Braun
and Möller 2016). The well-known colour passing (CP) al-
gorithm (originally named “CompressFactorGraph”) intro-
duced by Kersting, Ahmadi, and Natarajan (2009) builds on
the work by Singla and Domingos (2008) and is commonly
used to construct a lifted representation from a given factor
graph (FG). The CP algorithm incorporates a colour pass-
ing procedure to detect symmetries in a graph similar to the
Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm (Weisfeiler and Leman 1968),
which is commonly used to test for graph isomorphism.
Even though the CP algorithm is technically able to con-
struct a PFG, CP in its current form is used as an intermedi-
ate step for lifted belief propagation and hence, CP is bound
to this specific algorithm and does not introduce logvars to
output a valid PFG. Furthermore, the CP algorithm does
not handle commutative factors (i.e., factors that map to a
unique output value regardless of the order of some input
values) and is dependent on the order of the factors’ argu-
ment lists (i.e., identical factors where the arguments of one
factor are permuted are not recognised). Both impose signif-
icant limitations for practical applications as taking commu-
tative factors into account and finding identical factors in-
dependent of the order of their argument lists result in more
compressed models and thus allow for an additional speedup
during inference. Other works establish a connection be-
tween automorphism groups and coloured graphs (Niepert
2012; Bui, Huynh, and Riedel 2013; Holtzen, Millstein, and
Van den Broeck 2020) by searching for symmetries in a full
joint probability distribution without exploiting a factorisa-
tion of the distribution. However, these works do not intro-
duce logvars and hence, their lifted representation is depen-
dent on a specific inference algorithm as well.

To overcome the limitations of neglecting commutative



factors and relying on fixed argument orders to detect iden-
tical factors in CP, we contribute the advanced colour pass-
ing (ACP) algorithm which is a modification of CP that also
handles commutative factors and finds identical factors inde-
pendent of argument orders, resulting in more compact mod-
els while maintaining equivalent model semantics. In addi-
tion, ACP is independent of a specific inference algorithm.
ACP uses so-called counting randvars (CRVs) to compactly
encode commutative factors and we transfer the idea of us-
ing histograms from CRVs to allow for order-independent
identification of identical factors. More specifically, we (i)
exploit symmetries within a factor, and (ii) make use of sym-
metries between factors, where potentials are identical al-
though they have not been recognised as such before. An
additional offline step allows us to tackle both (i) and (ii),
which contribute to a more compact model to drastically
reduce the time needed to perform online inference. CRVs
are already used in lifted inference algorithms but are not
yet used during learning a PFG and thus, using CRVs to
encode a PFG vastly compresses the model. We also show
how logvars are introduced to obtain a fully-fledged pipeline
from propositional FG to PFG allowing for tractable proba-
bilistic inference with respect to domain sizes in a PFG in-
dependent of a specific inference algorithm.

The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 introduces background information and notations.
Afterwards, in Section 3, we present solutions to efficiently
handle both symmetries within factors and symmetries be-
tween factors. Following these solutions, in Section 4, we
introduce the ACP algorithm, which builds on the CP algo-
rithm, to transform an input FG to a valid PFG under consid-
eration of commutative factors and independent of factors’
argument orders. We show how logvars are introduced by
ACP to obtain the PFG as a lifted representation indepen-
dent of a specific inference algorithm. In Section 5, we pro-
vide experiments confirming that ACP yields significantly
faster inference times compared to the state of the art.

2 Background
We begin by recapitulating FGs as propositional probabilis-
tic models and then move on to define PFGs. An FG is an
undirected graphical model to represent a full joint probabil-
ity distribution (Kschischang, Frey, and Loeliger 2001).
Definition 1 (Factor Graph). An FG G = (V ,E) is a bipar-
tite graph with V = R ∪ F where R = {R1, . . . , Rn} is a
set of variable nodes and F = {f1, . . . , fm} is a set of fac-
tor nodes, and there is an edge between a variable node R
and a factor node f in E ⊆ R×F if R appears in the argu-
ment list of f . A factor is a function that maps its arguments
to a positive real number (called potential). The semantics
of an FG can be expressed by P (R1, . . . , Rn) =

1
Z

∏
f∈F f

with Z being the normalisation constant.

Figure 1a shows a toy example of an FG with five variable
nodes ComA, ComB, Rev, SalA, and SalB and five fac-
tor nodes f1, . . . , f5. The FG describes the relationships be-
tween a company’s revenue (Rev) and its employee’s com-
petences and salaries: There are two employees Alice (A)
and Bob (B), their competences are denoted as ComA,

ComA ComB

f1 f2

f3

Rev

f4 f5

SalA SalB

(a)

Com(E)

g1

g2 g3

Rev Sal(E)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) An FG describing the relationships between
a company’s revenue and its employee’s competences and
salaries, (b) a PFG corresponding to the lifted representation
of the FG shown in (a). The mappings of argument values to
potentials of the (par)factors are omitted for brevity.

ComB, respectively, and their salaries are given by SalA,
SalB, respectively. The input-output pairs of the factors
are omitted for brevity. We next define PFGs, first intro-
duced by Poole (2003), based on the definitions given by
Gehrke, Möller, and Braun (2020). PFGs combine first-order
logic with probabilistic models, using logvars as parameters
in randvars to represent sets of indistinguishable randvars,
forming parameterised randvars (PRVs).

Definition 2 (Logvar, PRV, Event). Let R be a set of
randvar names, L a set of logvar names, Φ a set of fac-
tor names, and D a set of constants. All sets are finite. Each
logvar L has a domain D(L) ⊆ D. A constraint is a tu-
ple (X , CX ) of a sequence of logvars X = (X1, . . . , Xn)
and a set CX ⊆ ×n

i=1D(Xi). The symbol ⊤ for C marks
that no restrictions apply, i.e., CX = ×n

i=1D(Xi). A
PRV R(L1, . . . , Ln), n ≥ 0, is a syntactical construct
of a randvar R ∈ R possibly combined with logvars
L1, . . . , Ln ∈ L to represent a set of randvars. If n = 0, the
PRV is parameterless and forms a propositional randvar.
A PRV A (or logvar L) under constraint C is given by
A|C (L|C), respectively. We may omit |⊤ in A|⊤ or L|⊤.
The term R(A) denotes the possible values (range) of a
PRV A. An event A = a denotes the occurrence of PRV
A with range value a ∈ R(A) and we call a set of events
E = {A1 = a1, . . . , Ak = ak} evidence.

As an example, consider R = {Com,Rev, Sal} for
competence, revenue, and salary, respectively, and L = {E}
with D(E) = {Alice,Bob} (employees), combined into
Boolean PRVs Com(E), Rev, and Sal(E).

A parametric factor (parfactor) describes a function, map-
ping argument values to positive real numbers (called poten-
tials), of which at least one is non-zero.

Definition 3 (Parfactor, Model, Semantics). We denote a
parfactor g by ϕ(A)|C with A = (A1, . . . , An) a sequence
of PRVs, ϕ:×n

i=1R(Ai) 7→ R+ a function with name ϕ ∈ Φ
mapping argument values to a positive real number called
potential, and C a constraint on the logvars of A. We may



omit |⊤ in ϕ(A)|⊤. The term lv(Y ) refers to the logvars in
some element Y , a PRV, a parfactor, or sets thereof. The
term gr(Y|C) denotes the set of all instances (groundings)
of Y w.r.t. constraint C. A set of parfactors {gi}ni=1 forms
a PFG G. The semantics of G is given by grounding and
building a full joint distribution. With Z as the normalisa-
tion constant, G represents PG = 1

Z

∏
f∈gr(G) f .

Before we take a look at an example, we need the concept
of a CRV, introduced by Milch et al. (2008).

Definition 4 (CRV). #X [R(X )] denotes a CRV, where
lv(X ) = {X} (other inputs constant). Its range is the space
of possible histograms. A histogram h is a set of tuples
{(vi, ni)}mi=1, vi ∈ R(R(X )), ni ∈ N, m = |R(R(X ))|,
and

∑
i ni = |gr(X|C)| for some constraint C over X . A

shorthand notation is [n1, . . . , nm]. h(vi) returns ni. Since
counting binds logvar X , lv(#X [R(X )]) = X \ {X}.

For example, the two groundings of a Boolean PRV
R(X) with |D(X)| = 2 can be assigned true values
([2, 0]), one true and one false value ([1, 1]), or false val-
ues ([0, 2]). Figure 1b shows a PFG G = {gi}3i=1 with
g1 = ϕ1(Com(E))|⊤, g2 = ϕ2(#E [Com(E)], Rev)|⊤,
and g3 = ϕ3(Com(E), Rev, Sal(E))|⊤ where ϕ2 contains
a CRV #E [Com(E)]. G is a lifted representation of the FG
shown in Fig. 1a. The definition of a PFG also implies that
every FG is a PFG containing only parameterless randvars.

The state of the art algorithm to transform a (propo-
sitional) FG into a lifted representation is the CP algo-
rithm (Kersting, Ahmadi, and Natarajan 2009; Ahmadi et al.
2013), which we briefly recap in the following. CP tries
to find symmetries in an FG based on potentials of fac-
tors, on ranges and evidence of randvars, as well as on the
graph structure. Each randvar is assigned a colour such that
randvars with identical ranges and identical evidence get the
same colour, and each factor is assigned a colour such that
factors with the same potentials get the same colour. The
colours are then passed from every randvar to its neighbour-
ing factors and vice versa. After each colour passing step,
colours are reassigned depending on the received colours
and a node’s own colour. Factor nodes also include the posi-
tion of a randvar in their argument list into their message. In
the end, all randvars and factors, respectively, are grouped
together based on their colours and the procedure is iterated
until groupings do not change anymore. A formal descrip-
tion of CP can be found in Appendix A. In its current form,
CP does not handle commutative factors and is dependent on
the order of the factors’ argument lists. Therefore, we next
explore the problem of lifting an FG to obtain a PFG taking
into account commutative factors and afterwards tackle the
problem of finding identical factors in an FG independent of
the order of their argument lists.

3 Colour Passing Revisited
Consider again the example shown in Fig. 1. Intuitively, one
might expect the CP algorithm to output the groupings cor-
responding to the PFG shown in Fig. 1b if f1 and f2 as well
as f4 and f5 share the same potentials. The CP algorithm,
however, ends up without grouping anything if it is provided

A

B
ϕ1

A B ϕ1(A,B)
true true φ1

true false φ2

false true φ2

false false φ3

(a)

R(X)
ϕ′
1

#X [R(X)] ϕ′
1(#X [R(X)])

[2, 0] φ1

[1, 1] φ2

[0, 2] φ3

(b)

Figure 2: (a) An FG containing a commutative factor ϕ1, (b)
a PFG entailing equivalent semantics as the FG shown in (a).
To obtain the PFG in (b), ϕ1 is mapped to ϕ′

1 using a CRV
#X [R(X)] counting over a logvar X with |D(X)| = 2.

with the FG from Fig. 1a as input because f3 sends different
messages to ComA and ComB due to different positions of
ComA and ComB in f3’s argument list.

In the upcoming subsection, we show that in cases where
a factor f is commutative, the position of a randvar in f ’s ar-
gument list is not relevant for the colour passing procedure
and hence can be omitted. Afterwards, we transfer the idea
of using histograms from CRVs to efficiently detect identi-
cal factors independent of the order of their arguments. We
demonstrate that instead of scanning two tables from top to
bottom and comparing their values one by one, we can build
a set of potential values for each possible histogram and
compare the sets pairwise to guarantee order-independence
without introducing additional computational overhead.

3.1 Symmetries within Factors
A simplified version of the situation regarding f3 in Fig. 1a
is depicted in Fig. 2a. Here, again, CP does not group any-
thing because A and B have different positions in ϕ1. How-
ever, in this example, ϕ1 encodes a symmetric function
(that is, a function returning the same value independent
of the order of its arguments) because ϕ1(true, false) =
ϕ1(false, true) = φ2 and we could use the symmetries
within ϕ1 to group A and B using a CRV, as shown in
Fig. 2b. Although lifted inference algorithms such as LVE
use CRVs by count converting PRVs during the inference
task (Taghipour et al. 2013a), CRVs have, to the best of our
knowledge, not been used to learn a valid PFG so far. In
consequence, we gain a significant speedup for inference al-
gorithms when using CRVs to model a PFG.

We now explain how to make use of the symmetries
within ϕ1 in Fig. 2a to group together A and B. Even though
we choose Boolean randvars to keep the example small, the
idea also applies to randvars with arbitrary ranges. For two
Boolean randvars (here A and B), there are three possible
histograms [2, 0], [1, 1], and [0, 2]. As ϕ1 outputs a unique
value for all of the three possible histograms, ϕ1 is com-
mutative and thus, ϕ1 can be represented by a factor ϕ′

1
taking as input a CRV that counts over a logvar X with



|D(X)| = 2. Figure 2b visualises the resulting PFG us-
ing a CRV to obtain a lifted representation equivalent to
the FG shown in Fig. 2a, where the size of the table has
been reduced from exponential to polynomial in the num-
ber of arguments of the factor. ϕ′

1 now maps each possi-
ble histogram to a potential, i.e., ϕ′

1 outputs φ1 for the his-
togram [2, 0], φ2 for [1, 1], and φ3 for [0, 2]. These mappings
of the histograms capture exactly the semantics of ϕ1 from
Fig. 2a. Consequently, we use CRVs to compactly encode
symmetric functions and thus allow for additional group-
ings of randvars and factors. We incorporate this idea into
the ACP algorithm by omitting the position of a randvar in
a factor’s argument list in a message if the factor is commu-
tative. To profit from the usage of CRVs, it is even sufficient
for a factor to be partially commutative, defined as follows.
Definition 5 (Partially Commutative Factor). A factor ϕ
with argument list R1, . . . , Rn is called partially commu-
tative if there exists a non-empty subset S ⊆ {R1, . . . , Rn}
with |S| > 1 such that ϕ is commutative with respect to
the subset S, i.e., for all events r1, . . . , rn ∈ ×n

i=1R(Ri) it
holds that ϕ(r1, . . . , rn) = ϕ(rπ(1), . . . , rπ(n)) for all per-
mutations π of {1, . . . , n} with π(i) = i for all ri /∈ S.

In many practical settings, factors are partially commu-
tative, for example when individuals are indistinguishable
and only the number of individuals having a certain prop-
erty is of interest (e.g., in the employee example the num-
ber of competent employees determines the revenue of the
company while it does not matter which specific employees
are competent). To check whether a factor ϕ(R1, . . . , Rn) is
commutative, let w.l.o.g. {R1, . . . , Rm} ⊆ {R1, . . . , Rn}
be a maximal subset of randvars with R(R1) = . . . =
R(Rm) that satisfies the condition given in Definition 5. If
no such subset exists, ϕ is not commutative, else ϕ can be
mapped to a new (par)factor ϕ′ by replacing the randvars
R1, . . . , Rm by a CRV counting over a logvar X with
|D(X)| = m. The remaining randvars occurring in the ar-
gument list of ϕ but not in R1, . . . , Rm are transferred un-
changed to the argument list of ϕ′. Each combination of
histogram and possible values for the remaining randvars is
then mapped to a unique value by ϕ′.
Example 1. Consider again the factor f3 from Fig. 1a,
which takes the three arguments ComA, ComB, and Rev
as input. Since the structure of Rev differs from the structure
of ComA and ComB, we do not intend to count over the
complete set of input randvars but only over a subset of the
set of input randvars. The subset should be as large as possi-
ble to obtain the most compression for our lifted representa-
tion. Moreover, to group ComA and ComB into Com(E),
they have to behave identically with respect to the potentials
of f3, that is, counting over them has to result in identical
potentials for each histogram. In particular, assuming that
the order of f3’s arguments is ComA, ComB, Rev, it must
hold that f3(true, false, true) = f3(false, true, true) and
f3(true, false, false) = f3(false, true, false).

For a factor ϕ with n arguments R1, . . . , Rn, the num-
ber of possible subsets we could possibly count over is in
O(2n). The number of candidates can be reduced by only
considering subsets {R1, . . . , Rm} ⊆ {R1, . . . , Rn} where

R1, . . . , Rm have the same number of neighbours in the
graph because randvars with different numbers of neigh-
bouring factors receive different messages during colour
passing and hence cannot be grouped together. Even though
the number of subsets to check in the worst case remains in
O(2n), the computational effort is often reduced by the opti-
misation of only considering subsets consisting of randvars
which have the same number of neighbours. Moreover, as
we aim to compress an FG by exploiting symmetries, we in-
herently assume that there are at least some symmetries in
the FG (otherwise, we would not intend to run CP). Thus,
symmetries within factors are likely to be found fast in prac-
tical applications, which we also confirm in our experiments.

In the worst case, checking O(2n) subsets for commuta-
tivity is infeasible for large n but we argue that for practical
applications, we can assume that n is reasonably small: A
factor ϕ(R1, . . . , Rn) defines 2n mappings (rows in its ta-
ble) if all randvars R1, . . . , Rn are Boolean and hence, stor-
ing the table of input-output pairs requires O(2n) space (for
larger ranges of the Ri, there are even more mappings). Con-
sequently, the table cannot even be stored for large n, imply-
ing that the number of arguments of each factor is limited to
small values in practical applications. As there are at least
as many rows as there are subsets of {R1, . . . , Rn}, the cur-
rent version of CP needs exponential time in n even without
checking for commutativity of factors. Therefore, handling
symmetries within factors requires no additional costs while
at the same time allowing us to drastically increase compres-
sion and thus speed up online inference. The number of rows
is reduced from exponential in n to polynomial in n (Milch
et al. 2008) and randvars as well as factors are grouped to-
gether that could not be grouped together before.

So far, we applied the idea of using histograms to find
symmetries within a factor. Next, we aim to find symmetries
between factors independent of the order of their arguments
before gathering both ideas into the ACP algorithm. When
checking for symmetries between multiple factors, the same
histograms that are used to check for symmetries within fac-
tors are computed, allowing us to reuse these histograms
without additional computational effort.

3.2 Symmetries between Factors
We now deploy histograms to detect symmetries between
different factors. To illustrate this point, have a look at Fig. 3.
Considering the factor ϕ2 in Fig. 3, C has position two and
B position one in the argument list of ϕ2. Swapping the po-
sitions of C and B in ϕ2 results in a table where the posi-
tions of φ2 and φ3 are swapped because ϕ2(C = true, B =
false) = φ2 and ϕ2(C = false, B = true) = φ3. In sum-
mary, ϕ2 still entails the same semantics after rearranging
its arguments if its mappings (rows in the table of ϕ2) are
swapped accordingly at the same time.

Thus, the potentials of ϕ1 and ϕ2 are actually identical.
Running CP in its current form on the FG from Fig. 3, how-
ever, results in no groups at all for two reasons. First, de-
pending on the way CP checks for identical potentials, it
might assign different colours to the factors ϕ1 and ϕ2 be-
cause comparing their tables row by row would lead to dif-



A

B

C

ϕ1

ϕ2

A B ϕ1(A,B)
true true φ1

true false φ2

false true φ3

false false φ4

B C ϕ2(B,C)
true true φ1

true false φ3

false true φ2

false false φ4

Figure 3: An exemplary FG where the input order of the ar-
guments of ϕ2 (or ϕ1) can be rearranged such that the poten-
tials of ϕ1 and ϕ2 are identical when comparing their tables.

ferent colours for ϕ1 and ϕ2
1. Second, A and C are located

at different positions in their respective factor and hence re-
ceive different messages during message passing. However,
requiring indistinguishable individuals to appear at the same
position in each factor is a massive restriction for practi-
cal applications. On the other hand, naively comparing all
O(n!) permutations of an argument list of length n requires
a lot of computational effort. Using histograms to ensure
necessary conditions when searching for identical potentials
avoids having to try all permutations in advance.

Theorem 1 (Necessary Conditions for Identical Potentials).
For two factors ϕ1(R1, . . . , Rn) and ϕ2(R

′
1, . . . , R

′
n) to be

able to represent equivalent potentials, the following two
conditions are required to hold:

1. A bijection τ : {R1, . . . , Rn} → {R′
1, . . . , R

′
n} exists

that maps each Ri to a R′
j such thatR(Ri) = R(R′

j),
2. for each histogram {(vi, ni)}mi=1 with vi ∈

⋃n
i=1R(Ri),

ni ∈ N, m = |
⋃n

i=1R(Ri)|, and
∑

i ni = n, the multi-
set of all potentials to which the histogram is mapped is
identical for ϕ1 and ϕ2.

Proof. If Item 1 is not satisfied, there must be at least one
pair of arguments Ri and R′

j such that R(Ri) ̸= R(R′
j),

implying that ϕ1 and ϕ2 are defined over different function
domains and hence cannot have identical potentials. Regard-
ing Item 2, we know that the set of possible histograms spec-
ifies all possible inputs for a factor if we neglect the order of
its arguments. Consequently, if there exists a histogram that
is mapped to different multisets of values by ϕ1 and ϕ2, there
is no possibility to permute the arguments such that both ta-
bles read identical values from top to bottom.

In other words, Item 1 ensures that the function domains
of the two factors are identical when neglecting the or-
der of their arguments, which implies that both factors en-
tail the same set of possible histograms (τ does not have
to be unique). Item 2 demands that the mapping from
order-independent inputs to outputs is equivalent for both

1The original CP paper does not exactly specify how the check
for identical potentials should be implemented.

factors—otherwise, there exists no permutation of the argu-
ments such that both factors have identical potentials.

Example 2. Applying Theorem 1 to our example from Fig. 3,
there are three different possible histograms, which are iden-
tical for ϕ1 and ϕ2 as their arguments satisfy Item 1. We
can also verify that all three histograms yield identical mul-
tisets of mapped values for ϕ1 and ϕ2: [2, 0] 7→ {φ1},
[1, 1] 7→ {φ2, φ3}, and [0, 2] 7→ {φ4}.

Note that we use a multiset instead of a set for each his-
togram because it is possible for a factor to map a histogram
to the same value multiple times. For example, in a scenario
with two factors ϕ′

1 and ϕ′
2 where ϕ′

1 maps some histogram
[i, j] 7→ {φ′

1, φ
′
1, φ

′
2} and ϕ′

2 maps [i, j] 7→ {φ′
1, φ

′
2, φ

′
2},

the factors cannot represent identical potentials and a set
with unique elements {φ′

1, φ
′
2} is not able to detect such a

situation. The histograms allow us to avoid a naive check
of all possible permutations, reducing the required compu-
tational effort as we only need to take a look at permutations
if the initial histogram-check is passed successfully.

Corollary 1. If two factors ϕ1 and ϕ2 do not satisfy Theo-
rem 1, they cannot represent equivalent potentials.

In case two factors satisfy Theorem 1, a sufficient condi-
tion for them to represent identical potentials is that there
exists a permutation of the arguments of one factor such that
their tables read identical values from top to bottom.

Corollary 2 (Sufficient Condition for Identical Potentials).
Two factors ϕ1(R1, . . . , Rn) and ϕ2(R

′
1, . . . , R

′
n) represent

equivalent potentials if and only if there exists a permutation
π of {1, . . . , n} such that for all r1, . . . , rn ∈ ×n

i=1R(Ri) it
holds that ϕ1(r1, . . . , rn) = ϕ2(rπ(1), . . . , rπ(n)).

After rearranging the order of arguments and the order
of potentials of a factor accordingly to match the potentials
of another factor, the CP algorithm can be applied without
further changes. Running CP on the FG shown in Fig. 3 af-
ter rearrangement, both A and C as well as ϕ1 and ϕ2 are
grouped together. Using histograms to filter candidates be-
fore comparing permutations keeps the computational effort
as small as possible and enables us to reuse the histograms
for the commutativity check within a factor over the whole
argument list. Thus, performing an initial histogram-check
does not require additional computational costs and avoids
naively comparing all permutations for order independence.
Next, we gather the presented solutions to handle symme-
tries within and between factors into the ACP algorithm and
show how logvars are introduced to obtain a valid PFG.

4 Advanced Colour Passing
In this section, we combine the insights from the previous
section into a modified version of the CP algorithm, called
ACP. Algorithm 1 presents the entire ACP algorithm, which
is explained in more detail in the following.

ACP begins with the colour assignment to variable nodes,
meaning that all randvars that have the same range and ob-
served event are assigned the same colour. Thereafter, ACP
assigns colours to factor nodes such that factors represent-
ing identical potentials are assigned the same colour. Two



Algorithm 1 Advanced Colour Passing
Input: An FG G with randvars R = {R1, . . . , Rn},
factors Φ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕm}, and evidence
E = {R1 = r1, . . . , Rk = rk}.
Output: A lifted representation G′ in form of a PFG
entailing equivalent semantics as G.

1: Assign each Ri a colour according toR(Ri) and E
2: Assign each ϕi a colour according to order-independent

potentials and rearrange arguments accordingly
3: repeat
4: for each factor ϕ ∈ Φ do
5: signatureϕ ← [ ]
6: for each randvar R ∈ neighbours(G,ϕ) do
7: ▷ In order of appearance in ϕ
8: append(signatureϕ, R.colour)

9: append(signatureϕ, ϕ.colour)

10: Group together all ϕs with the same signature
11: Assign each such cluster a unique colour
12: Set ϕ.colour correspondingly for all ϕs
13: for each randvar R ∈ R do
14: signatureR ← [ ]
15: for each factor ϕ ∈ neighbours(G,R) do
16: if ϕ is commutative w.r.t. S and R ∈ S then
17: append(signatureR, (ϕ.colour, 0))
18: else
19: append(signatureR, (ϕ.colour, p(R,ϕ)))

20: Sort signatureR according to colour
21: append(signatureR, R.colour)

22: Group together all Rs with the same signature
23: Assign each such cluster a unique colour
24: Set R.colour correspondingly for all Rs
25: until grouping does not change
26: G′ ← construct PFG from groupings

factors represent identical potentials if they satisfy the con-
ditions given in Theorem 1 and there exists a rearrangement
of one of the factor’s arguments such that both factors have
identical tables of potentials when comparing them row by
row. As shown in the previous section, ACP uses histograms
to detect factors with identical potentials regardless of the or-
der of their arguments. In case the arguments of a factor have
to be rearranged to obtain identical tables during the compar-
ison, ACP uses the positions of the arguments after the re-
arrangement throughout the message passing procedure af-
terwards. ACP rearranges each factor’s arguments at most
once. The message passing in ACP differs from the message
passing in CP in the sense that every factor ϕ(R1, . . . , Rj)
that is commutative with respect to a subset of its arguments
S ⊆ {R1, . . . , Rj} passes the position p(R,ϕ) of a randvar
R in ϕ’s argument list only to randvars R /∈ S. Every fac-
tor ϕ passes zero instead of the actual position p(R,ϕ) to
all randvars R ∈ S to mark commutativity. S is a maximal
subset for which |S| > 1 must hold as a single argument is
always commutative with itself. All randvars receiving the
position zero in their message are commutative and thus,
ACP groups them using a CRV, as we have seen in Sec-

tion 3.1. In case there are multiple maximal subsets S, ACP
chooses any of them. ACP iterates the message passing un-
til convergence. In the end, ACP transforms all groups of
randvars and factors into PRVs with logvars and parfactors,
respectively, to obtain a valid PFG G′ entailing equivalent
semantics as the initial FG G. The construction of G′ from
the obtained groupings is explained in detail below.

We give the mapping from groups to PRVs and parfactors
for the domain-liftable fragment (Van den Broeck 2011),
i.e., for PFGs containing only parfactors in which at most
two logvars appear as well as for PFGs containing only
PRVs having at most one logvar, because lifted inference
algorithms such as LVE and LJT are proven to be complete
for this fragment (Taghipour et al. 2013b; Braun 2020).

Each group of factors F is replaced by a parfactor ϕ′ and
each group of randvars A is replaced by a PRV R′ such that
gr(ϕ′) = F and gr(R′) = A. The PFG G′ then contains an
edge between a PRV R′ and a parfactor ϕ′ (i.e., R′ appears
in the argument list of ϕ′) if there is a randvar R ∈ gr(R′)
which is connected to a factor ϕ ∈ gr(ϕ′) in the initial FG
G. For each PRV R′, the logvars are introduced depending
on the groundings gr(R′). For the introduction of logvars,
we only need to consider PRVs that are not parameterless,
i.e., PRVs that represent a group consisting of at least two
randvars. The exact conditions used by ACP for introducing
logvars are given in the following definition.
Definition 6 (Introduction of Logvars in Randvar Groups).
Let ϕ′(R′

1(X1,1, . . . , X1,k), . . . , R
′
j(Xj,1, . . . , Xj,k)) be a

new parfactor, build from F = {ϕ1(R1,1, . . . , R1,s), . . . ,
ϕℓ(Rℓ,1, . . . , Rℓ,s)} and let S = {S′

1, . . . , S
′
z} denote the

subset of ϕ′’s arguments with more than one grounding.
Then, ACP introduces the logvars of S′

1, . . . , S
′
z as follows.

1. If ∀S′
i ∈ S: |F | = |gr(S′

i)|, all S′
i ∈ S have exactly one

logvar which is identical for all S′
i ∈ S.

2. If ∀S′
i ∈ S: |F | ̸= |gr(S′

i)|, S′
1, . . . , S

′
z have exactly one

logvar. S′
a ∈ S and S′

b ∈ S share the same logvar if and
only if |gr(S′

a)| = |gr(S′
b)| and there exists a bijection τ :

gr(S′
a) → gr(S′

b) such that τ maps every Sa ∈ gr(S′
a)

to Sb ∈ gr(S′
b) with F(Sa) = F(Sb) where F(S) =

{ϕ(R1, . . . , Rs) ∈ F | S ∈ {R1, . . . , Rs}}.
3. If ∃S′

u ∈ S: |F | ≠ |gr(S′
u)|∧∃S′

v ∈ S: |F | = |gr(S′
v)|,

all S′
i ∈ S with |F | = |gr(S′

i)| have two logvars. The
remaining S′

i ∈ S have exactly one logvar and share the
same logvar under the same conditions as in Item 2.

For each PRV S′
i ∈ S with a single logvar X , choose D(X)

such that |gr(S′
i)| = |D(X)|. For each PRV S′

i ∈ S with
two logvars X1 and X2, choose D(X1) and D(X2) such
that |gr(S′

i)| = |D(X1)| · |D(X2)|.
The intuition behind Definition 6 is that after building ϕ′

from F , it must hold that gr(ϕ′) = F to ensure that G′

entails equivalent semantics as G. Introducing logvars ac-
cording to Definition 6 ensures that grounding G′ results in
a model equivalent to G for the domain-liftable fragment.
Theorem 2. ACP returns a valid PFG entailing equivalent
semantics as the initial FG for the domain-liftable fragment.

We give a proof for Theorem 2 in Appendix B. Theo-
rem 2 gives us the theoretical guarantees that ACP intro-
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Figure 4: Average query times and their standard deviation
of LVE on the output of CP, LVE on the output of ACP, and
variable elimination (VE) on the initial (propositional) FG
for input FGs containing a single commutative factor.

duces logvars correctly to obtain a valid PFG. In the next
section, we demonstrate the effectiveness ACP in practice.

5 Experiments
In addition to the theoretical results, we show that ACP is
able to drastically reduce online query times in practice. We
evaluate the impact of symmetries within factors and be-
tween factors on query times separately. Figures 4 and 5
display the experimental results. In both plots, we report av-
erage query times of LVE on the resulting PFG after running
ACP, denoted as LVE (ACP), of LVE on the resulting PFG
after running CP2, denoted as LVE (CP), and of variable
elimination on the initial FG (VE). The average query times
are given by the lines and the ribbon around the lines indi-
cates the standard deviation. In both plots, the y-axis uses a
logarithmic scale. We provide the data set generators along
with our source code in the supplementary material.

The data set used in Fig. 4 consists of FGs contain-
ing between five and 102 factors of which exactly one
factor is commutative. More specifically, for each domain
size d = 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, there are between 2d + 1 and
d · ⌊log2(d)⌋+2d+2 Boolean randvars and between 2d+1
and d · ⌊log2(d)⌋+ d+2 factors in the FGs. All factors rep-
resenting identical potentials have exactly the same tables
when comparing them row by row, that is, there are no sym-
metries between factors which cannot be detected by CP and
hence, this is the ideal scenario for CP (although unrealistic
in practice). The maximum number of arguments of a factor
is d + 1, i.e., there are at most 2d+1 input-output pairs for
a factor. For each choice of d, we evaluate multiple FGs by
posing two queries per FG and then report the average run
time and standard deviation over all queries for that choice
of d. Figure 4 demonstrates that ACP yields a significant
speedup (up to factor 30) compared to CP even though there
is just a single commutative factor in the input FG and the
potentials of the factors are specified in an optimal way for
CP. The results indicate that CP imposes significant scalabil-
ity issues for FGs containing commutative factors, even for
rather small domain sizes. Thus, ACP is a major step to get a
grip on scalability issues. Unsurprisingly, VE is the slowest

2CP itself does not construct a valid PFG, so we additionally
applied the steps from Definition 6 on the result obtained from CP.
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Figure 5: Average query times and their standard deviation
of LVE on the output of CP, LVE on the output of ACP, and
VE on the initial (propositional) FG for input FGs where
about three percent of the factors have permuted arguments.

of all algorithms. Appendix C provides additional results for
FGs containing more than one commutative factor.

Figure 5 contains the results for FGs where the arguments
of about three percent of the factors (randomly chosen) are
permuted and there are no commutative factors. For each do-
main size d = 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024,
there are between 5d+1 and d · ⌊log2(d)⌋+2d+1 Boolean
randvars and between 2d and d · ⌊log2(d)⌋+d+1 factors in
the input FGs. The maximum number of arguments of a fac-
tor is seven, i.e., the largest table contains 27 rows and thus,
we are able to evaluate larger values for d as well (in the pre-
vious scenario, the number of rows increased exponentially
with d). Again, we evaluate multiple FGs for each choice
of d by posing two queries per FG and then report the aver-
age run time and standard deviation over all queries for that
choice of d. The results depicted in Fig. 5 show that ACP can
easily handle large domains, indicating that ACP is expected
to handle FGs with tens of thousands of nodes without a has-
sle. In particular, ACP is able to achieve speedups of up to
factor 25 compared to the state of the art CP, which, again,
faces serious scalability issues. We give additional results for
higher percentages of permuted factors in Appendix C and
also provide an evaluation investigating when the additional
offline overhead of ACP amortises there.

6 Conclusion
We introduce the ACP algorithm providing a fully-fledged
pipeline from propositional FG to a valid PFG independent
of a specific inference algorithm. ACP builds on the well-
known CP algorithm, which does not handle commutative
factors (i.e., factors with inherent symmetries resulting in
mapping input arguments to unique values regardless of the
order of those arguments) and is dependent on the order of
the factors’ argument lists. By using CRVs and histograms,
ACP is able to efficiently encode commutative factors and
handle factors representing identical potentials independent
of the order of their argument lists. ACP not only provides
significant speedups for online query answering but also
solves serious scalability issues of CP in practice.

A fundamental problem for future research is to learn a
PFG directly from a relational database without having to
construct the ground model first. In this regard, CRVs pro-
vide a crucial component to keep the size of the PFG small.
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Appendix

A Formal Description of the Colour Passing
Algorithm

The colour passing (CP) algorithm (originally named “Com-
pressFactorGraph”) (Kersting, Ahmadi, and Natarajan 2009;
Ahmadi et al. 2013) solves the problem of constructing a
lifted representation for an input factor graph (FG). The idea
of CP is to first find symmetries in a propositional FG and
then group together symmetric subgraphs. CP looks for sym-
metries based on potentials of factors, on ranges and evi-
dence of random variables (randvars), as well as on the graph
structure by passing around colours. Algorithm 2 gives a for-
mal description of the CP algorithm, which proceeds as fol-
lows. As an initialisation step, each variable node (randvar)
is assigned a colour depending on its range and evidence,
meaning that randvars with identical ranges and identical
evidence are assigned the same colour, and each factor is
assigned a colour depending on its potentials, i.e., factors
with the same potentials get the same colour. Afterwards,
the colour passing procedure begins. The colours are first
passed from every variable node to its neighbouring factor
nodes and each factor ϕ collects all colours of neighbouring
randvars in the order of their appearance in the argument list
of ϕ. Based on the collected colours and their own colour,
factors are grouped together and reassigned a new colour (to
reduce communication overhead). Then, colours are passed
from factor nodes to variable nodes and each message from
a factor ϕ to a randvar R includes the position p(R,ϕ) of R
in ϕ in the message. Again, based on the collected colours
and their own colour, randvars are grouped together and re-
assigned a new colour. The colour passing procedure is iter-
ated until groupings do not change anymore and in the end,
all randvars and factors, respectively, are grouped together
based on their colour signatures (that is, the messages they
received from their neighbours plus their own colour).

Figure 6 illustrates the CP algorithm on an example
FG (Ahmadi et al. 2013). In this example, A, B, and C
are Boolean randvars with no evidence and thus, they all
receive the same colour (e.g., yellow). As the potentials of
ϕ1 and ϕ2 are identical, ϕ1 and ϕ2 are assigned the same
colour as well (e.g., blue). The colour passing then starts
from variable nodes to factor nodes, that is, A and B send
their colour (yellow) to ϕ1 and B and C send their colour
(yellow) to ϕ2. ϕ1 and ϕ2 are then recoloured according to
the colours they received from their neighbours to reduce the
communication overhead. Since ϕ1 and ϕ2 received identi-
cal colours (two times the colour yellow), they are assigned
the same colour during recolouring. Afterwards, the colours
are passed from factor nodes to variable nodes and this time
not only the colours but also the position of the randvars
in the argument list of the corresponding factor are shared.
Consequently, ϕ1 sends a tuple (blue, 1) to A and a tuple
(blue, 2) to B, and ϕ2 sends a tuple (blue, 2) to B and a tu-

Algorithm 2 Colour Passing
Input: An FG G with randvars R = {R1, . . . , Rn},
factors Φ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕm}, and evidence
E = {R1 = r1, . . . , Rk = rk}.
Output: Groups of randvars and factors, respectively.

1: Assign each Ri a colour according toR(Ri) and E
2: Assign each ϕi a colour according to its potentials
3: repeat
4: for each factor ϕ ∈ Φ do
5: signatureϕ ← [ ]
6: for each randvar R ∈ neighbours(G,ϕ) do
7: ▷ In order of appearance in ϕ
8: append(signatureϕ, R.colour)

9: append(signatureϕ, ϕ.colour)

10: Group together all ϕs with the same signature
11: Assign each such cluster a unique colour
12: Set ϕ.colour correspondingly for all ϕs
13: for each randvar R ∈ R do
14: signatureR ← [ ]
15: for each factor ϕ ∈ neighbours(G,R) do
16: append(signatureR, (ϕ.colour, p(R,ϕ)))

17: Sort signatureR according to colour
18: append(signatureR, R.colour)

19: Group together all Rs with the same signature
20: Assign each such cluster a unique colour
21: Set R.colour correspondingly for all Rs
22: until grouping does not change

ple (blue, 1) to C (positions are not shown in Fig. 6). Since
A and C are both at position one in the argument list of
their respective neighbouring factor, they receive identical
messages and are recoloured with the same colour. B is as-
signed a different colour during recolouring than A and C
because B received different messages than A and C. The
groupings do not change in further iterations and hence the
algorithm terminates. The output can be represented by the
lifted representation shown on the right in Fig. 6 where both
A and C as well as ϕ1 and ϕ2 have been grouped together.

B Introducing Logical Variables in Groups
of Random Variables

After running the colour passing procedure, randvars and
factors belong to groups depending on their assigned colour.
In its original form, the CP algorithm is used to run a lifted
belief propagation algorithm and thus there is no set of rules
specified on how to construct a PFG given the groups af-
ter running CP (Kersting, Ahmadi, and Natarajan 2009; Ah-
madi et al. 2013). In the following, we describe how the re-
sulting groups after running advanced colour passing (ACP)
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Figure 6: A visualisation of the steps undertaken by the CP algorithm on an input FG with only Boolean randvars and no
evidence (left). Colours are first passed from variable nodes to factor nodes, followed by a recolouring, and then passed back
from factor nodes to variable nodes, again followed by a recolouring. The procedure is iterated until convergence and the
parametric factor graph (PFG) corresponding to the resulting groupings of randvars and factors is depicted on the right. This
example builds on Figure 2 from (Ahmadi et al. 2013).

can be used to obtain a PFG entailing equivalent semantics
as the initial FG used as input for ACP.

As lifted inference algorithms such as lifted variable elim-
ination (LVE) and the lifted junction tree (LJT) algorithm
have been shown to be complete3 for PFGs containing only
parametric factors (parfactors) with at most two logical vari-
ables (logvars) and for PFGs containing only parameterised
randvars (PRVs) having at most one logvar (Taghipour et al.
2013b; Braun 2020), we concentrate on these two model
classes, referred to asM2lv andMprv1, respectively.
Definition 7. The model classM2lv contains every PFG in
which each parfactor contains at most two logvars.
Definition 8. The model classMprv1 contains every PFG
in which each PRV has at most one logvar.

We refer to M2lv ∪ Mprv1 as the domain-liftable frag-
ment. M2lv and Mprv1 are able to model a variety of re-
lations and hence provide sufficient expressiveness for most
practical applications. We now describe how a PFG is con-
structed using the groups obtained by running ACP for the
domain-liftable fragmentM2lv ∪Mprv1.

Let ϕ′(R′
1(X1,1, . . . , X1,k), . . . , R

′
j(Xj,1, . . . , Xj,k)) be

the new parfactor, build from F = {ϕ1(R1,1, . . . , R1,s),
. . . , ϕℓ(Rℓ,1, . . . , Rℓ,s)} (i.e., F is a group of ℓ factors hav-
ing the same colour after running ACP). To obtain a correct
mapping from F to ϕ′, it must hold that gr(ϕ′) = F and
hence |gr(ϕ′)| = |F | = ℓ. Recall that gr(ϕ′) refers to the
groundings (i.e., the set of all instances) of ϕ′.
Example 3. Consider the parfactor ϕ(S(X), T (Y )) with
two PRVs S(X) and T (Y ). Let D(X) = {x1, x2} and
D(Y ) = {y1, y2}. Then, we have gr(S) = {S(x1), S(x2)},

3A lifted inference algorithm A is complete for a model class
M if A is domain lifted (that is, A runs in polynomial time with
respect to domain sizes in M) for each query, evidence, and PFG
in M (Van den Broeck 2011).

gr(T ) = {T (y1), T (y2)}, and gr(ϕ) = {ϕ(S(x1), T (y1)),
ϕ(S(x1), T (y2)), ϕ(S(x2), T (y1)), ϕ(S(x2), T (y2))}.
Example 4. Consider the parfactor ϕ(S(X), T (X)) with
two PRVs S(X) and T (X) sharing a single logvar X .
Let D(X) = {x1, x2}. Then, it holds that gr(S) =
{S(x1), S(x2)}, gr(T ) = {T (x1), T (x2)} and gr(ϕ) =
{ϕ(S(x1), T (x1)), ϕ(S(x2), T (x2))}.

Note that it is also possible for a PRV to have no logvars
at all. A PRV R′ is parameterless if the group it represents
contains only a single randvar—in this case, it holds that
gr(R′) = {R′} and no logvar needs to be introduced.

Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 2, i.e., to prove
that ACP introduces the logvars correctly to obtain a valid
PFG entailing equivalent semantics as the initial FG for the
domain-liftable fragment M2lv ∪ Mprv1. In particular, as
ACP introduces logvars as specified in Definition 6, we have
to prove that applying Definition 6 for the introduction of
logvars yields a valid PFG entailing equivalent semantics as
the initial FG for the domain-liftable fragment.

Proof of Theorem 2. To match the notation in Definition 6,
let ϕ′(R′

1(X1,1, . . . , X1,k), . . . , R
′
j(Xj,1, . . . , Xj,k)) be a

new parfactor, build from F = {ϕ1(R1,1, . . . , R1,s), . . . ,
ϕℓ(Rℓ,1, . . . , Rℓ,s)} and let S = {S′

1, . . . , S
′
z} denote the

subset of ϕ′’s arguments with more than one grounding. We
prove the correctness of Items 1 to 3 given in Definition 6:

1. We first show that it is not possible for two PRVs S′
a ∈

S and S′
b ∈ S, a ̸= b, to have different logvars. For

the sake of contradiction, assume that there are S′
a(X) ∈

S and S′
b(Y ) ∈ S with X ̸= Y . Then, it holds that

|gr(ϕ′)| ≥ |gr(S′
a)| · |gr(S′

b)| because the groundings of
ϕ′ include all combinations of groundings for PRVs with
distinct logvars appearing in ϕ′. A contradiction to our
assumption that |gr(ϕ′)| = |F | = |gr(S′

a)| = |gr(S′
b)|

with |gr(S′
a)| > 1 and |gr(S′

b)| > 1.



Now, we show that if there were a PRV S′
a ∈ S with

two logvars, all other PRVs in ϕ′ must have the same
two logvars and in this case, it is possible to equivalently
represent the groundings using a single shared logvar
for all PRV in S. If there is a PRV S′

a(X,Y ) ∈ S
with two logvars X and Y , X ̸= Y , there can be no
logvars other than X and Y in ϕ′ due to the restric-
tions of the domain-liftable fragment. Consequently, as
|gr(S′

a)| = |D(X)| · |D(Y )| holds and we assumed that
all S′

i ∈ S have the same number of groundings, all
S′
i ∈ S must have the same logvars X and Y . In case all

S′
i ∈ S have the same logvars X and Y , we can equiv-

alently represent the groundings using a single shared
logvar Z with |D(Z)| = |D(X)| · |D(Y )| for all S′

i ∈ S.
2. We begin by proving that all PRVs in S have a single

logvar. For the sake of contradiction, assume that there is
a PRV S′

a(X,Y ) ∈ S with two logvars X and Y such
that X ̸= Y . Then, X and Y are the only logvars in ϕ′

due to the restrictions of the domain-liftable fragment.
It follows that |F | = |gr(ϕ′)| = |D(X)| · |D(Y )| =
|gr(S′

a)|, which is a contradiction to our assumption that
∀S′

i ∈ S: |F | ≠ |gr(S′
i)|. Next, we prove the condition

for two PRVs to share the same logvar in two directions.
For the first direction, we show that if two PRVs S′

a ∈ S
and S′

b ∈ S share the same logvar X , then |gr(S′
a)| =

|gr(S′
b)| holds and a bijection τ satisfying the speci-

fied condition exists. If S′
a and S′

b share the same logvar
X , |gr(S′

a)| = |D(X)| = |gr(S′
b)| holds. Further, as

gr(S′
a) = {S′

a(x) | x ∈ D(X)} and gr(S′
b) = {S′

b(x) |
x ∈ D(X)}, choosing τ such that S′

a(x) is mapped to
S′
b(x) for each x ∈ D(X) satisfies the given condition.

For the second direction, we show that if two PRVs
S′
a ∈ S and S′

b ∈ S have different logvars X and Y ,
then no bijection τ satisfying the specified condition ex-
ists. Let S′

a(X) ∈ S and S′
b(Y ) ∈ S with X ̸= Y .

As X ̸= Y , each combination of S′
a(x) and S′

b(y) with
x ∈ D(X) and y ∈ D(Y ) appears in exactly one factor
in F and thus, for each pair of randvars (S′

a(x), S
′
b(y)) ∈

gr(S′
a)×gr(S′

b), it holds thatF(S′
a(x))△F(S′

b(y)) ̸= ∅
where △ denotes the symmetric difference4 of two sets.
Therefore, it is not possible for a bijection τ satisfying
the specified condition to exist.

3. We first prove that there are both PRVs with one logvar
as well as PRVs with two logvars in S. By defini-
tion, it holds that |F | =

∏
X∈lv(ϕ′)|D(X)|. Conse-

quently, all PRVs S′
a ∈ S with |F | = |gr(S′

a)| =∏
X∈lv(S′

a)
|D(X)| contain all logvars occurring in ϕ′.

Hence, each S′
b ∈ S with |F | ̸= |gr(S′

b)| cannot con-
tain all logvars occurring in ϕ′ and must therefore contain
less logvars than the S′

a ∈ S. Due to the restrictions of
the domain-liftable fragment, we know that all S′

a ∈ S
then have two logvars and all S′

b ∈ S have one logvar.
Furthermore, there are exactly two distinct logvars in ϕ′

and hence, all S′
a ∈ S share the same two logvars X1

and X2 and all S′
b ∈ S have either X1 or X2 as their

4The symmetric difference of two sets A and B is defined as
A△B = (A \B) ∪ (B \A).

logvar. Item 2 completes the proof for the conditions for
two PRVs to share the same logvar.

The correctness for introducing the domain sizes follows by
definition as the number of groundings of a PRV equals the
size of the group of randvars it represents.

A visualisation of the three cases is given in Fig. 7. In
Fig. 7a, it holds that |F | = |gr(S′

1)| = |gr(S′
2)| = 2 and

thus S′
1 and S′

2 share the same logvar X with |D(X)| = 2.
Figure 7b shows an example of a parfactor containing two
PRVs with distinct logvars X and Y with |D(X)| = 2 and
|D(Y )| = 2 as 4 = |F | ≠ |gr(S′

1)| = |gr(S′
2)| = 2. A

similar situation is depicted in Fig. 7c where a single PRV
has two logvars X and Y with |D(X)| = 2 and |D(Y )| = 2.
Thus, it holds that 4 = |F | = |gr(S′

2)| ≠ |gr(S′
1)| = 2.

Note that Definition 6 can also be applied on the resulting
groups obtained from running CP instead of ACP to yield
a valid PFG. So far, we have proven that ACP introduces
logvars correctly. Next, we give the conditions for ACP to
count convert a PRV and then show that the introduction of
counting randvars (CRVs) is also handled correctly by ACP.

To check whether a CRV is required in the argument
list of ϕ′(R′

1(X1,1, . . . , X1,k), . . . , R
′
j(Xj,1, . . . , Xj,k)), it

is sufficient to compare the number j of arguments of
ϕ′ to the number s of arguments of the ϕi ∈ F =
{ϕ1(R1,1, . . . , R1,s), . . . , ϕℓ(Rℓ,1, . . . , Rℓ,s)}. Note that all
ϕi have the same colour and thus the same number of argu-
ments. However, it is possible for ϕ′ to have less arguments
than each ϕi if there are randvars in the argument lists of
each ϕi that are in the same group.

If the number of arguments of ϕ′ is equal to the number
of arguments of all ϕi (i.e., j = s), there is no need to intro-
duce a CRV in ϕ′ as the potentials of the ϕi can be copied
into ϕ′ (potentials are identical for all ϕi as they are in the
same group). However, if ϕ′ has less arguments than the ϕi

(i.e., j < s), a CRV is required to equivalently represent the
potentials of the ϕi in ϕ′. If j < s, there are at least two
randvars in the argument lists of each ϕi that are in the same
group and hence these randvars must be in the set of com-
mutative arguments of the ϕi (otherwise, they would have
received different messages and thus would not be in the
same group). Therefore, if j < s, all ϕi are guaranteed to
be commutative with respect to their arguments that are in
the same group and thus a CRV can be used to equivalently
represent the potentials of the ϕi in ϕ′.

As a final remark regarding the introduction of CRVs,
we note that it is also conceivable to recursively check the
remaining argument lists of the ϕi ∈ F for commutativ-
ity after introducing a CRV. However, it is not immediately
clear how the preconditions for count conversion (Taghipour
2013) are ensured then. As the preconditions get more re-
strictive for additional CRVs in a single parfactor and the to-
tal number of arguments of a factor is usually small in prac-
tice, we expect that there are very few scenarios in which the
extra complexity of searching for additional CRVs pays off.
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Figure 7: A visualisation of the three cases given in Definition 6 based on small examples. The domains of the two logvars X
and Y are given by D(X) = {x1, x2} and D(Y ) = {y1, y2}, respectively. In (a), there is a parfactor ϕ′ with a single logvar X
shared across two PRVs S′

1 and S′
2, (b) shows a parfactor ϕ′ containing two PRVs S′

1 and S′
2 with distinct logvars X and Y ,

and (c) displays a parfactor ϕ′ with a PRV S′
2 containing two logvars X and Y . The groundings of the parfactors are illustrated

below the respective parfactor. In all three cases, the parfactor ϕ′ contains an additional parameterless PRV R′
1.
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Figure 8: Average query times and their standard deviation
of LVE on the output of CP, LVE on the output of ACP, and
VE on the initial (propositional) FG for input FGs containing
three commutative factors.

C Further Experimental Results
In addition to the experimental results provided in Section 5,
we also report further results for input FGs containing dif-
ferent proportions of commutative factors and factors hav-
ing permuted arguments. Again, we evaluate the impact of
commutative factors and factors with permuted arguments
on query times separately by comparing the average query
times of LVE on the resulting PFG after running ACP, de-
noted as LVE (ACP), of LVE on the resulting PFG after
running CP, denoted as LVE (CP), and of variable elimi-
nation (VE) on the initial FG.

Figures 8 and 9 depict the results for FGs containing be-
tween eight and 104 factors of which k = 3 and k = 7
factors are commutative, respectively. In total, there are be-
tween 2d+ (k − 2) · (d+ 1) + 2 and d · ⌊log2(d)⌋+ 2d+
2 + (k − 1) / 2 · (d + 1) Boolean randvars and between
d · ⌊log2(d)⌋+ d+ k+1 and 2d+(k− 2) · (d+1)+2 fac-
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Figure 9: Average query times and their standard deviation
of LVE on the output of CP, LVE on the output of ACP, and
VE on the initial (propositional) FG for input FGs containing
seven commutative factors.

tors for each domain size d = 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20. There are
no symmetries between factors which cannot be detected by
CP (i.e., there are no permuted arguments) and the maxi-
mum number of arguments of a factor is d + 1. For each
choice of d, we again measure the run times for two queries
on multiple FGs and report the average query times and their
standard deviation. The results shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are
similar to the results given in Fig. 4 (y-axes are log-scaled
again). Overall, the run times are generally slightly higher
than for FGs containing only one commutative factor be-
cause the FGs are a bit larger. The results show that ACP
handles larger FGs without any problems while CP runs
again into scalability issues even for rather small domain
sizes. As expected, VE is again the slowest of all algorithms.

Further experimental results for input FGs containing
symmetries between factors with permuted argument lists
can be found in Figs. 10 to 12 (y-axes are log-scaled again).
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Figure 10: Average query times and their standard deviation
of LVE on the output of CP, LVE on the output of ACP, and
VE on the initial (propositional) FG for input FGs where
about five percent of the factors have permuted arguments.
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Figure 11: Average query times and their standard deviation
of LVE on the output of CP, LVE on the output of ACP, and
VE on the initial (propositional) FG for input FGs where
about ten percent of the factors have permuted arguments.

In the input FGs depicted in Figs. 10 to 12, about five, ten,
and 15 percent of the factors (randomly chosen) have per-
muted argument lists, respectively, and there are no commu-
tative factors. As in Fig. 5, there are between 5d + 1 and
d · ⌊log2(d)⌋+2d+1 Boolean randvars and between 2d and
d ·⌊log2(d)⌋+d+1 factors in the input FGs for each domain
size d = 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024. The
maximum number of arguments of a factor is again seven
and we evaluate two queries per input FG for each domain
size d and then report the average run time and standard
deviation over all queries for that choice of d. Not surpris-
ingly, the results shown in Fig. 10 exhibit similar patterns
as the results in Fig. 5. The advantage of running LVE on
the PFG obtained by running CP compared to running VE
on the initial propositional FG is now less pronounced, as
CP is not able to detect the symmetries between factors with
permuted argument lists. Therefore, there are more groups
in total after running CP and hence the resulting PFG is less
compact. As ACP is able to detect symmetries between fac-
tors with permuted argument lists, the percentage of factors
with permuted argument lists does not impact the compres-
sion obtained by running ACP and hence the run times of
LVE on the output of ACP are not negatively affected by
a higher percentage of permuted factors. When further in-
creasing the percentage of permuted factors, the run times
of LVE on the output of CP drastically increase, as shown
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Figure 12: Average query times and their standard deviation
of LVE on the output of CP, LVE on the output of ACP, and
VE on the initial (propositional) FG for input FGs where
about 15 percent of the factors have permuted arguments.
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Figure 13: Average number α of queries after which the ad-
ditional offline effort amortises for input FGs containing a
total of k commutative factors.

in Figs. 11 and 12. Interestingly, running VE on the initial
FG becomes even faster than running LVE on the PFG ob-
tained by running CP if at least ten percent of the factors
have permuted argument lists. The result that LVE (CP) be-
comes slower than VE can by explained by the fact that LVE
introduces some overhead compared to VE. Even though the
overhead induced by LVE is rather small, CP groups just
a few randvars and factors, respectively, and LVE does not
benefit a lot from a vast amount of small groups. Therefore,
the results suggest that the compression obtained by CP does
not compensate for the overhead of LVE. Figures 11 and 12
emphasise that checking for permutations is indispensible
for CP to be effective in practical applications.

Moreover, we report the average number α of queries af-
ter which the additional offline effort of ACP compared to
CP amortises in Figs. 13 and 14. In particular, it holds that
α = ∆o

∆g
with ∆o (“offline overhead”) denoting the differ-

ence of the offline time required by ACP and CP to obtain
the PFG and ∆g (“online gain”) denoting the difference of
the time required by LVE on the output of CP and ACP to
answer a query. Thus, after α queries, the additional time
needed during the offline step by ACP is saved by the faster
query times of LVE on the output of ACP. Figure 13 shows
the average α for different domain sizes d = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20
on the input FGs from Figs. 4, 8 and 9. Each line in Fig. 13
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Figure 14: Average number α of queries after which the ad-
ditional offline effort amortises for input FGs where a pro-
portion p of the factors has permuted arguments.

corresponds to a different number k of commutative factors
present in the input FG. For domain sizes d < 16, far less
than ten queries are sufficient to save the additional time
needed by ACP during the offline step for all choices of k.
At d = 16 and d = 20, α increases slightly for k = 1
while it increases more steeply for k = 3 and k = 7, show-
ing that larger graphs require quite some offline effort (the
graph size increases with increasing values for k). How-
ever, it is important to keep in mind that the offline step
can be performed in advance before a system is deployed
and hence, the additional offline overhead is still worth the
effort in practical applications, especially if computing re-
sources are limited during online inference. We also remark
that the standard deviation, which is not graphically repre-
sented in Fig. 13, greatly varies between different domain
sizes d. In particular, the standard deviation is about 30 for
d = 20 while it is mostly far below ten for all other choices
of d. Figure 14 shows the average α for different domain
sizes d = 16, 20, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 on the input
FGs from Figs. 5 and 10 to 12. Each line corresponds to
a different proportion p of factors with permuted arguments.
Note that the graph size does not depend on p and therefore
it is not surprising that the average α decreases the larger
the proportion p of factors with permuted arguments is (be-
cause the offline overhead of ACP remains identical while
at the same time the online gain increases for larger values
of p). Except for some outliers for p = 0.03, the average α
stays below 20 for all choices of d. It is also noteworthy that
α mostly remains below ten, indicating that the detection of
permuted factors often amortises faster than the detection of
commutative factors. We report a rather high standard de-
viation for most of the displayed scenarios, which supports
the intuition that permutations are sometimes found very fast
and sometimes require quite some time.

D Example Run of Advanced Colour Passing
Figure 15 illustrates ACP on an example input FG contain-
ing both a commutative factor ϕ2 and two factors ϕ1 and ϕ3

representing identical potentials but the potentials are not
written in the same order into their tables. In this exam-
ple, all randvars are Boolean and there is no evidence (i.e.,

E = ∅). Initially, ACP assigns all randvars the same colour
(e.g., yellow) because they have the same range (Boolean)
and the same observed event (no event). ϕ2 is assigned
its own colour (e.g., green) and ϕ1 and ϕ3 are assigned
the same colour (e.g., blue) because they represent iden-
tical potentials when swapping, e.g., the order of C and
D in ϕ3. Hence, ϕ3 includes position one into its message
to D and position two into its message to C. The colours
are then passed from variable nodes to factor nodes and as
each factor has two neighbouring randvars, all factors re-
ceive the same messages. Therefore, after recolouring the
factors, the colour assignments are identical to the initial as-
signments. Afterwards, the factor nodes send their colours
to their neighbouring variable nodes. Each message from a
factor to a randvar contains the position of the randvar in
the factor if the factor is not commutative, else the posi-
tion is replaced by zero. During this step, A receives a mes-
sage (blue, 1) from ϕ1, B receives a message (blue, 2) from
ϕ1 and a message (green, 0) from ϕ2, C receives a mes-
sage (green, 0) from ϕ2 and a message (blue, 2) from ϕ3,
and D receives a message (blue, 1) from ϕ3 (remember that
the positions of C and D have been swapped at the begin-
ning). Hence, A and D as well as B and C receive identical
messages (positions are not shown in Fig. 15). After the re-
colouring step, A and D share a colour and B and C share a
different colour. The groupings do not change in later itera-
tions and the resulting PFG is shown on the right.

Both groups of randvars are represented by a PRV (R(X)
for A and D, and S(X) for B and C), respectively, ϕ1 and
ϕ3 are replaced by a parfactor ϕ′

1(R(X), S(X)), and ϕ2 is
replaced by a parfactor ϕ′

2(#X [S(X)]) in which S(X) ap-
pears count converted. The PFG contains an edge between
ϕ′
1 and R(X) because there exists a randvar in the group

represented by R(X) which is connected to a factor in the
group represented by ϕ′

1 in the original FG (A is connected
to ϕ1 and D is connected to ϕ3). Moreover, there are edges
between ϕ′

1 and S(X) and between ϕ′
2 and S(X) because

there are edges between, for example, ϕ1 and B as well as
between ϕ2 and B in the original FG.

Since ϕ′
1 has the same number of arguments as ϕ1, there

are no CRVs in ϕ′
1. In particular, there are two PRVs with

a shared logvar because |gr(R(X))| = |gr(S(X))| =
|gr(ϕ′

1)| = 2 (all groups contain exactly two elements, that
is, A and D, B and C, as well as ϕ1 and ϕ3, respectively).
As the number of arguments of ϕ′

2 has changed compared to
the number of arguments of ϕ2, a CRV is used to represent
the potentials of ϕ2 in ϕ′

2. In this example, ϕ2 is commuta-
tive with respect to both B and C and therefore, ϕ′

2 has only
a single argument counting over all elements of the group
{B,C}. Note that S(X) appears “normal” in ϕ′

1 and count
converted in ϕ′

2. Running CP on the PFG given in Fig. 15
ends up without grouping together anything.
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Figure 15: A visualisation of the steps undertaken by Algorithm 1 on an input FG with only Boolean randvars and no evidence
(left). The general routine of the CP algorithm remains the same, but additionally commutative factors are recognised and
potentials are compared independently of the factors’ arguments order. The resulting PFG is depicted on the right, where two
PRVs over a logvar X with |D(X)| = 2 replace the two groups of size two (A, D and B, C). Note that the PRV S(X) appears
“normal” in ϕ′

1 and count converted in ϕ′
2.


